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 Abstract— In all type of electronic circuits, optimization of 

power and delay are the major topics of interest. In the 

emerging trends of VLSI technology, CAM is the hardware 

embodiment of what in software terms would be called 

an associative array. The Content Addressable Memory 

architecture is proposed by Sparse Clustered Network, using 

Load Store Queue(LSQ) technique that on average eliminates 

the most parallel comparisons during a search. Thus, the CAM 

based Sparse Clustered Network using LSQ technique is 

designed to match the given input data with the stored value. 

The stored data is specified with an particular tag. When the 

input data is given with an tag, a search is performed among 

the stored data and when a match occurs between the input 

and stored value, the output will display the input data which 

is given. Also when an mismatch occurs between the input and 

stored data, the output will not be display the input value. 

CAM operation will be performed faster when compared with 

other memories. Thus the power consumption and delay 

estimation is reduced by using SCN-CAM with LSQ technique.                     
 

Keywords—Associative memory, content addressable memory 

(CAM), Sparse Cluster Networks(SCNs), Load Store 

Queue(LSQ). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Content-Addressable Memory (CAM) is a type of 

memory that can be accessed using its contents rather 

than an explicit address. A CAM can be used as a co-

processor for the network processing unit (NPU) to offload 

the table lookup tasks. CAMs are fast data parallel search 

circuits. Unlike standard memory circuits, for example 

Random Access Memory (RAM) data search is performed 
against all the stored information in single clock cycle. In 

fact CAM is outgrowth of RAM. While CAM's are widely 

used in many applications like memory mapping, cache 

controllers for central processing unit, data compression and 

coding etc. It‘s primary application is fast Internet Protocol 

(IP) package classification and forwarding at high speed 

network routers and processors. IP routing is accomplished 

by examination of the protocol header fields i.e. the 

originating and destination address, the incoming and 

outgoing ports, against stored information in the routing 

tables. If a match is registered the package is forwarded 

towards the port(s) defined in the table. On very high speed 
networks and huge traffic volume the task is to be 

performed in fast and massive parallelism. However, 

managing high speeds and large lookup tables requires 

silicon area and power consumption. The power dissipation, 

silicon area and the speed are three major challenges for 

designers. Since there is always trade-off between them. 

The circuit structure of a CAM word which is 

made of CAM cells. A CAM cell compares its stored bit 

against its corresponding search bit provided on the search-

line (SL). The combined search result for the entire word is 

generated on the match-line (ML). The match-line sense 

amplifier (MLSA) senses the state of the ML and outputs a 

full logic swing signal. At the circuit level, research has 

focussed on saving power by reducing the ML and SL signal 
swing or using low-power current-based approaches. Even 

with these circuit innovations, the simple CAM circuit 

structure can be designed that has a very high power 

consumption if it is used directly to construct a large 

capacity CAM.  

  
                   
                       Fig 1 Circuit Structure of CAM  
 

        The circuit structure of a CAM is given in the Fig1. 

A basic CAM cell function could be observed as twofold: 

bit storage as in RAM and bit comparison which is unique 

to CAM. At transistor i.e. circuit level CAM structure 

implemented as NAND-type or NOR-type. But at 

architectural level bit storage uses simple SRAM cell and 

comparison function is equivalent to XOR i.e. XNOR logic 
operation.  

In order to access a particular entry in CAM, a 

search data word is compared against previously stored 

entries in parallel to find a match. Each stored entry is 

associated with a tag that is used in the comparison process. 

Once a search data word is applied to the input of a CAM, 

the matching data word is retrieved within a single clock 

cycle if it exists. This prominent feature makes CAM a 

promising candidate for applications where frequent and fast 

look-up operations are required, such as in translation look-

aside buffers (TLBs) [1], [2], network routers [3], [4], 

database accelerators, image processing, parametric curve 
extraction [5]. A new family of associative memories based 

on sparse clustered networks (SCNs) has been recently 

introduced [6], [7], and implemented using field-

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [8]–[9]. Such memories 

A 
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make it possible to store many short messages instead of 

few long ones as in the conventional Hopfield networks 

with significantly lower level of computational complexity.  

 Furthermore, a significant improvement is achieved 

in terms of the number of information bits stored per 

memory bit (efficiency). The SCN-CAM consists of SCN 
based classifier connected with the CAM array. The CAM 

array is divided into equally sized sub-blocks and are 

activated independently. When any one of the block is 

activated, the tag is compared with the stored entries in them 

while keeping the other entries as deactivated. This reduces 

the power consumption. 

II. OVERVIEW OF CAM 

In the conventional CAM array, each entry of a tag that, if 

matched with the input, points to the location of a data word 

in a Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) block. The 

actual data are stored in the SRAM and a tag is simply a 

reference to it. Therefore, when it is required to search a 
data in the SRAM, it suffices to search for its corresponding 

tag.  

           
                                Fig 2 Typical CAM Array 

 

  A search data register is used to store the 

input bits. The register applies the search data on the 

differential search lines, which is shared among the entries. 

Then the search data are compared with the CAM entries. 

Each CAM-word is attached to a match line among its 

constituent bits, which indicates, whether they match with 

the input bits. 

III.SCN-CAM USING LSQ 

The Content Addressable Memory based Sparse Cluster 

Network is designed with LSQ technique using binary 
connections that eliminates the parallel comparisons during 

the search. When an input data is given inside the network, 

it is compared with the stored data. When the match occurs 

between the input and stored value, it eliminates the other 

data stored. This reduces the power consumption of an 

SCN-CAM using LSQ method.   

    

 
Fig 3 Block diagram of SCN-CAM with LSQ 

Fig 3 shows the block diagram of SCN-

CAM with LSQ. The blocks of Sparse Cluster Network 

CAM (SCN-CAM) consists of an SCN-based classifier, 

which is connected to a special-purpose CAM array. The 

SCN-based classifier is first trained with the association 

between the tags and the address of the data to be later 
retrieved.  

The CAM array is based on a typical 

architecture, but is divided into several sub-blocks that can 

be compare-enabled independently. So, when the input data 

is given inside the SCN, it will consider the few possibilities 

of matching data that are similar to the input value. Now, 

this data will be given inside the CAM blocks.  

The CAM blocks will compare the input 

value with the data that have already stored in it. When there 

occur a match between the input and stored value, the output 

will be activated. Once the sub-blocks are activated, the tag 

is compared against the few entries in them while keeping 
the rest deactivated. Then the datas are loaded inside the 

Queue. 

After loading, the activated data will be 

displayed in the Random Access Memory. When there is a 

match in the memory the output will be displayed. When the 

match doesn‘t occur the output will not be displayed. The 

SCN-CAM using LSQ is designed using Xilinx software 

 

A. SCN-CAM  

 

                       The Content Addressable Memory is designed 
based on Sparse Cluster Network which reduces the 

comparisons during the search. When the data is given 

inside the SCN, it enables the data that is stored inside the 

CAM. When the data is enabled, there is a match between 

the input and stored value. The output will be displayed 

when there occurs a match between the stored data. 

                
Fig 4 SCN-CAM 

                    

Fig 4 shows the block of Proposed SCN-

CAM. Here when the input is given inside the network, that 

data will be searched inside the network. When there is a 

match occurred between the stored data, the output will be 

displayed in the data out pin. The pass/fail pin is used to 

display pass value during the functional mode operation. 

The fail condition is displayed during the test mode 

operation. 
 

i. Architecture of SCN based Classifier 

 

 The SCN-based classifier in SCN-CAM 

architecture is given by, 
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Fig 5 Architecture of SCN based Classifier 
 

The architecture of SCN-based classifier 

generates the compare-enable signals for the CAM sub-

blocks attached to it. It consists of an SRAM module, 

Decoder, Encoder, Comparator, Counter and Mux in the 

circuit. The input tag is first reduced in length to q bits, and 

segmented into c equal-length parts. Each segment is 

presented to its corresponding one-hot decoder, as shown in 

figure 5 that determines which row of the SRAM is to be 

accessed. The location of this row corresponds to the index 

of an activated neuron in P1. In order to read the stored 

values in the SRAM, a sense amplifier is not required since 

the bit lines are only attached to few cells. Therefore, in 
order to reduce the switching activity of the successive 

logical stages, the complementary bit line is used to read the 

values of the SRAM cells since it is pulled down during the 

read in case of reading a 1.  

In each SRAM module, the accessed row is 

the only row that can contain the information leading to the 

activation of a neuron in PII and inherently eliminates 

unnecessary operations between the connection values and 

the neural values. The encoding and decoding techniques 

are used to serve the data without any distortions. The 

encoding will encode the data with an address and the 
decoding will decodes that data with the address. The 

SRAM is capable of performing both the read and write 

operations. When the read mode is selected, the output will 

be enabled. When the write  

Mode is in off condition, the writing operation will be 

performed. Thus when a search is given as read the stored 

variable will be displayed if it matches along with the input 

data. The counter counts the operation one by one after each 

comparison is done. The Xilinx code is generated for all 

blocks using VHDL. 

 

ii. Design of SCN-CAM  
 

 The SCN-CAM is designed with 6pins as its input 

value and the output with two pins. The design of SCN-

CAM is created using Xilinx software. 

          

 
Fig 6 Design of SCN-CAM 

 

Fig 6 shows the design of SCN-CAM. It is 

simulated using XILINX and MODELSIM software. Here 

when the input data is given inside the SCN-CAM, that data 

will be encoded with an specific address. Then the decoder 

will be used to decode that data with an particular address.  

 

After the process of encoding and decoding, 

the data will be compared with the stored data in the Static 

Random Access Memory. During this process, the matches 

may occur between the input and the stored data. This data 

will be enabled using the Multiplexer as an output. The 
comparator is used to compare the input and the stored data 

and the counter will count the operation one by one when an 

mismatch condition occurs.   
 

When an mismatch occur between the input 

and the stored data, the output will be disabled. For this 

purpose of matching and mismatching, two modes are 

considered. They are test mode and functional mode. During 

the test mode operation, the mode is selected as ‗1‘ and the 

process will not operate in this condition. When the 

functional mode of operation is performed, the mode is 
selected as ‗0‘. 

 

When the functional mode of operation is 

performed, the mode is selected as ‗0‘. At this stage, the 

input value matches with the stored data. Thus, the output 

value will be enabled. The stored data will be displayed as 

output which matches with the input data. The Register 

Transfer Logic Schematic for an SCN-CAM will be 

displayed using XILINX and the output value is simulated 

using MODELSIM software. 
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Fig 7 Output of SCN-CAM (Test Mode) 

         

 
 

Fig 8 Output of SCN-CAM (Functional Mode) 

 

 Fig 7 shows the output of an SCN-CAM in test 

mode operation. There are two modes of operation 

considered during the simulation process. They are 

Functional and Test modes. Test mode is considered when 

an mismatch occurs. i.e when the input data doesn‘t matches 

with the stored entry, test mode will be displayed as an 

output. Here the stored data didn‘t matched with the input 

data, thus the test mode is displayed. Fig 8 shows the output 

of an SCN-CAM (Functional Mode). Here the input data is 

matched with the stored value. Thus the pass condition will 
be displayed as an output, also the Function mode will be 

ON during this operation. 

 

B. Load Store Queue(LSQ) Technique  

  

 The LSQ built into simics is based on the 

instruction tree. Store transactions are kept in the tree to 

make it possible to inspect the store queue state in different 

speclation paths. Inserting a store transaction in the queue 

takes no time and the LSQ has an infinite size. It is upto the 

user module to set the delay and restrictions to limit the 

LSQ. The LSQ enforces program order consistency. 
 

C. Random Access Memory(RAM) 

 

 RAM is a temporary storage place where the 

computer holds files and data that are used at the present 

moment. In RAM the data memory the data can be accessed 

by specifying the address and the time required to read the 

contents from a location is independent of its address. 
contrarily the data can only be need out of a a sequential 

memory in the same order in which they are originally 

written. 

 

IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR SCN-CAM 

USING LSQ TECHNIQUE 

 

 
 

Fig 9 Output of SCN-CAM using LSQ Technique 
 

  Fig  

 Fig 9 shows the output of SCN-CAM using 

LSQ technique in Modelsim software.  

 

 
Fig 10 Delay Estimation of SCN-CAM 

 

  Fig 10 shows the delay report of SCN-

CAM technique. The delay value of SCN-CAM is 6.654 ns. 
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Fig 11 Delay Estimation of SCN-CAM using LSQ Technique 

 

  Fig 11 shows the delay report of SCN-

CAM technique. The delay value of SCN-CAM is 6.654 ns. 

 

Fig 12 Power Consumption of SCN-CAM Technique 

 

 
Fig 13 Power Consumption of SCN-CAM using LSQ Technique 

 

 

 Fig 12 and Fig 13 shows the output of power 

consumed for SCN-CAM and SCN-CAM using LSQ 

technique in Xilinx Software. 

   iF 

TABLE I POWER CALCULATION OF SCN-CAM using 

LSQ Technique 

 

Architecture Power Consumed 

Pipelined Hierarchical circuit 

 

1.1 W 

 

Structure of Block XOR 

 

39.8 mW 

 

Design of SCN-CAM 

 

33.59mW 

 

Low power SCN-CAM using 

LSQ 

28.26mW 

 

TABLE II DELAY ESTIMATION OF SCN-CAM using 
LSQ Technique 

Architecture Delay Estimation 

Design of SCN-CAM 

technique 
6.654 ns 

Design of SCN-CAM using 

LSQ technique 

3.362 ns 

 

  Table I and II explains about the 

comparison of power consumption and delay estimation of 

an SCN-CAM using LSQ technique. When compared to 

other techniques, the power consumed is less for LSQ 

technique. Thus, the SCN-CAM with LSQ technique can be 

preferred with CAM techniques.   

 

 

Fig 10 Comparison chart of Power and Delay values for SCN-CAM using 
LSQ 

  Fig 10 shows the comparison of SCN-

CAM and SCN-CAM using LSQ method. When LSQ 

method is used for CAM, both the power consumption and 

delay values are reduced.    

V.  CONCLUSION 

The design of low power CAM based on SCN using LSQ 

technique is introduced here. SCN-CAM using LSQ is 
suitable for low power applications, where frequent and 

parallel look-up operations are required. SCN-CAM 

employs an SCN-based classifier, which is connected to 

several independently compare-enabled CAM sub-blocks, 
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some of which are enabled once a tag is presented to the 

SCN-based classifier. By using independent nodes in the 

output part of SCN-CAM‘s training network, simple and 

fast updates can be achieved without retaining the network 

entity. SCN-CAM using LSQ eliminates most of the parallel 

comparison during the operation. In other words, a fail 
condition will be occurred due to the mismatched condition. 

The power consumption is reduced to 28.26 mW and the 

delay is reduced to 3.364ns. 
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